UNDERSTANDING YOUR FUEL
QUALITY IS KEY TO OPTIMISING
YOUR COMBUSTION PROCESSES

Here are a few points to consider when
creating an integrated fuel matrix:

With the constant drive to reduce production costs and make processes more energy
efﬁcient, how often do you consider the role that the quality of the fuel plays?
Optimisation of combustion processes involves looking critically at the combustion
system design and properties of the fuel supply.
Often in combustion processes, the fuel composition is unknown or highly variable; the
fuel ﬂowrate is not adjusted to supply constraints; and the oxygen supply is not well
controlled. Battery limits and fuel speciﬁcations of the system are often not well
adhered to.

GASEOUS FUEL

• What is the composition of the gas?
• What are the emissions in the event of
ﬂame out and purging of the gas?

How are you managing your process with an integrated fuel matrix?

• In the absence of the fuel being typical long-chain
hydrocarbons (e.g. parafﬁn and diesel), do you
understand how the fuel was manufactured and
its resultant chemical properties?

COLLABORATION IS KEY

• Is your system equipped to manage
the ﬂash point of the liquid fuel?

Where possible, visit the source of the fuel (e.g., the mine or processing plant) to
understand the volume constraints, collaborate with all stakeholders to ensure
sustainability in your supply chain.
Communicate and prepare the plant for any changes.
Ensure that there is multi-disciplinary engagement from the operations team
– Safety and Risk department included.

• Is the gas coming from upstream processes,
are you managing variability of ﬂow?
Generally, the application of fuel in gaseous form
to combustion processes, such as kilns, results in
more stable burning. An interruption of the fuel
ﬂow can cause challenges with the process
regaining its stability.
Is the gas coming from upstream processes?
Are you managing interruptions and variability
of ﬂow?

LIQUID FUEL

• Is your system designed to handle the viscosity
changes of the fuel? How do you manage
the heating system of the fuel?

Monitor the fuel quality you are receiving consistently over-time.
NG Global Energy Solutions can help you facilitate your next fuel trial and
optimise your fuel matrix - Contact Us

• Have you analyzed the petrographic
properties of the coal and its reactivity?
Combustion is often aided by coal with
high volatile content.
• Are you analysing the heating value relative
to the moisture content of the fuel?
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• Is the coal sizing correct for the
handling and transport system?

SOLID FUEL

• Does the AFT complement the quality of
the product you are manufacturing; or contribute
to signiﬁcant amounts of residue and fouling?
• Are you consistently analysing the quality
of the coal supply received?

02 SAFETY
Do you have a MSDS
from the supplier?

01 ANALYSIS
Have you analysed the fuel
in a comprehensive way and
understood its quality?

Have you engaged
with the safety and
risk department?

04 THE TRIAL
Have you managed to achieve
process stability while using
the new fuel?

03 BASELINE VS
THEORETICAL STUDY

Have you trialled the fuel at
maximum and minimum
production rates?

Based on the new fuel analysis,
what are the changes you expect
to notice in the process?
Have you widely communicated
the expected changes to the
operations team?

PLAN YOUR NEXT

FUEL TRIAL
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06 FINAL ANALYSIS
AND REPORTING
Have you fully evaluated the
cost vs beneﬁt of the new fuel?
Can you optimise the process
to improve results?

05 NOTE ALL RESULTS
AND OBSERVATIONS
Are there any changes you expect
to see in the stack emissions?

Have you closed-out the trial
results with consensus
from your team?
Have you reported on the fuel
trial and saved all results?

